Proud Stocking Distributor of the Following Manufacturers:

(AMD) Advanced Micro Devices
Altera
Analog Device
Atmel
Burr Brown
Cypress Semiconductor
Dallas Semiconductor
FTDI
Fairchild
Freescale Semiconductor
Harris Corporation
Infineon Technologies
Integrated Device Technologies
Intel
International Rectifier
Lattice
Linear Technology
Littlefuse
Maxim Integrated
Micrel
Microchip Technology
Micron Technology
Microsemi Corporation
Motorola
NXP Semiconductor
National Semiconductor
Onsemi
Panasonic
Phillips
Renesas
STMicroelectronics
Samsung
Texas Instruments
Toshiba
Vishay
Xilinx

Millions of Components. One Source. It's That Easy.

CMOS       JAN
CPU’S       JANTX
DIMMS       LINEAR
DISCRETE    LOGIC
DRAMS       MEMORY
EPROMS      MICROPROCESSORS
FLASH       SEMICONDUCTORS
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS SRAMS

WHO IS DCI?

- Celebrating Over 25 Years in Business
- Specializing in Xilinx and Altera Parts
- Millions of Board-Level Parts in Stock
- In-House Lab and Counterfeit Detection
- Worldwide Trusted and Approved Suppliers
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